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Students  should  keep  an  eye

on  themselves  and  the  people

around  them  to  make  sure

that  they  are  healthy  during

the  ongoing  danger  of

infection  in  the  pandemic .  For

this  purpose ,  they  should

make  some  provisions .  These

provisions  will  ensure  that

this  process  is  overcome  with

minimal  damage .
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Masks  should  be  changed

frequently .

Hands  should  be  washed  after

every  lesson ,  and  eyes ,  mouth

and  nose  should  not  be  touched

by  unclean  hands .

I f  there  is  any  physical  contact

during  the  lessons ,  hands  should

be  sanitized  with  sanitizers .

Masks  should  be  changed  by  holding  the

straps  of  the  mask .

Social  movement  should  be  observed  during

lessons  and  other  activities .  Students  should  

 aware  of  this .

Social  distance  should  be  considered  during

masks  are  changed .  It  is  recommended  that

this  procedure  be  done  in  open  air  as  much

as  possible .

These  provisions  are :



Upon  the  announcement  of  the

Ministry  of  National  Education

of  Turkey ,  in  the  second  term ,

exams  will  be  held  face  to  face

for  high  school  students .

During  this  process ,  students

should  especially  pay  attention

to  social  distancing  and  be

careful  about  masks .  Students

must  leave  the  classrooms  to

provide  ventilation  between

exams .  It  is  important  that

students  pay  attention  to

Covid-19  precautions  while

meeting  their  needs  between

exams .
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It  is  very  important  that  the

school  environment  is  hygienic

for  the  health  of  students  and

school  personnel .

In  this  respect ,  the  duration  of

the  lessons  should  be  reduced

and  the  classes  should  be

ventilated  more  frequently .

According  to  the  scope  of  the

warnings  of  the  Ministry  of

National  Education ,  course  hours

should  set  to  be  30  minutes ,  and

break  times  should  be  10  minutes .

SCHOOL

ENVIRONMENT

According  to  this  change ,  the  classes  should  be

ventilated  during  breaks .

In  addition ,  all  kinds  of  indoor  areas  in  the

school  should  be  disinfected  regularly .



Before  returning  to  boarding

schools ,  students  should  take

PCR  or  antibody  tests .  After  that ,

the  risk  is  not  sti l l  over .  For  this

reason ,  students  should  not  take

off  their  masks  in  the  school

except  their  own   dorm  rooms

and  the  places  that  are  specified

in  the  cafeteria .  It  is  necessary  to

protect  social  distance  with

students .
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School  counseling  service  should  inform  students  

 about  the  pandemic 's  effects  

Students  should  feel  that  they  are  not  alone  by

talking  with  their  parents  and  peers  through

platforms  such  as  "Zoom"  and  "Discord" .

With  the  help  of  different  activities  that  can  be  don

in  the  school  environment ,  students  should  be

reminded  of  the  importance  of  taking  precautions .  

this  way ,  the  anxiety  level  of  students  can  be

reduced .

Students  who  have  been

confined  home  since  the

beginning  of  the  pandemic  are

very  worn  out  mentally .

Uncertainty  about  both  of  their

health  and  their  education  is  the

main  reason  for  this .  Some

measures  can  be  taken  to

protect  students '  mental  health .
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In  case  of  symptoms ,  those

who  are  in  contact  with  the

students  who  have  symptoms

should  take  into  isolation  at

the  isolation  points

determined  in  school .  It  should

be  decided  whether  they  are

quarantined ,  or  can  continue

their  education  by  testing .
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